
TERRA FELIX 
cooperativa sociale 

People, land, climate
Social Innovation food



WE WORK FOR THE ECONOMICAL, SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
DEVELOPMENT FROM A SUSTAINABLE PROSPECTIVE
ENHANCING LOCAL  RESOURCES, RESPONSIBILITY AND PARTICIPATION OF
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ACTORS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES

TERRA FELIX: WHO WE ARE

OUR MISSION

- SOCIAL COOPERATIVE, 
- NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
- SPIN-OFF BY LEGAMBIENTE



regeneration and restoration
of abandoned public spaces
with a cultural
identity/heredity

PUBLIC GOODS
AND TERRITORIAL
REGENERATION

INNOVATION 
AGRI-FOOD

bio - remediation
agri - ecology
circular & bio economy 

in support of companies and
public authorities on their
paths of sustainability and
social innovation

CIVIL ECONOMY 
 GREEN REVOLUTION
CONSULTING

EDU-
TAINMENT

socio-educational activities
professional training
intergenerational non-formal
education



our rural innovation hub

WHERE 
WE ARE



Our productions in
confiscated assets
we work on 12 hectares of confiscated fields, part of the
largest farm requisition from mafia in southern Italy 
(La Balzana 2017)
we produce cardoons and ancient wheat 
we manage an environmental education center
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Cardoon cultivation can be
a new opportunity for farmers' income
buildout of an agro-industrial chain, enhancing
all the components of the crop

development of innovative bio-products

suitable for the southern regions climate as it
grows on marginal and arid lands



Soil regeneration by cardoon

from the seeds, we obtain a basic
compound for the production of
bioplastic and biochemicals like
pelargonic acid, a natural, renewable and
fossil free herbicide  



from biomass we produce bales for mushrooms cultivation

Pleurotus Eryngii king brown mushroom - good for immune
system function as cholesterol-lowering dietary agent -
excellent anti-inflammatory and antioxidant food,
recommended for the proper functioning of the
cardiovascular system A good source of protein, thiamin,
vitamin B6, folate, iron, magnesium, zinc and manganese

A circular bio economy start up



september, 7th 2022: Oscar Green award



network is the key



Thank You
f.pascale@terrafelix.eu

www.terrafelix.eu


